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Somerton Dwelling Defines the Casual Craze
Corona, CA., April 16, 2016 – Classic and cozy casual is the new style trend being embraced by
both Millennials and Baby Boomers. Its timeless appeal easily blends with all decorating styles
to offer a comfortable laid back look that is made for relaxing or entertaining friends. The lowmaintenance distressed finishes like weathered woods combined with neutral gray and dark
wood finishes are made for daily living. Here are a few examples:
From the mountains to the coast the hefty Harbor
Town family room tables in Tahoe or two-tone Bay
Mist finishes (shown right) are the perfect accent
for lodges or beach houses. The unexpected lower
shelf is ideal for added storage. Add subtly
patterned upholstered ottomans to not only soften
the room but also use as an extra seat or footrest.

Classic Peppercorn or Sea Salt (aka black or white)
exemplify Serra’s cottage-inspired charm in these
fun- loving tables. Add a serving tray to the
upholstered ottomans to make them pull double
duty as a hostess table too.

The popular trend of mixing finishes is easy
with the Sophie family tables. Go for the
Chicory finish to create a classic look or for a
more updated expression the Reclamation grey
finish is the winner. Be even more daring and
mix the two in the same room. The writing desk
with a drop down drawer front makes working
nothing like work.

At home in the big city loft or small apartment is the Phoenix
group of industrial-inspired tables with Smoked Pewter
decorative legs combined with Mushroom-finished wood tops
and shelves. Their light and airy design serves smaller rooms
without overwhelming them.

Go casual or dress it up, Upton’s
contemporary inspiration and symmetry is
perfect to mix with transitional or traditional
rooms. The clean lines, rich Single Malt finish
and decorative signet gold frame-like
hardware on the family room tables offers a
highly sophisticated look and proves the point
that less is more.

Experience the casual craze in the Somerton Dwelling showroom, IHFC C-1156, at the High
Point Market. Remember, Somerton Dwelling is readily available to all of your readers. Visit
somertondwelling.com to buy online with white glove delivery.
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Somerton Dwelling offers fashionable and functional home furnishings that reflect a modern
sensibility for today’s living environments. With a focus on small and moderate size homes,
Somerton Dwelling specializes in Dining, Sleeping, Living, Working and Viewing environments
that help their customers’ live the life they love. The company is committed to continually
improving their environmentally friendly production process by using low VOC finishes,
sustainable woods and packaging made of recycled materials. With distribution centers on the
west and east coasts, the Somerton Dwelling corporate headquarters is located in Corona, CA.
Visit Somerton Dwelling’s ecommerce website at www.somertondwelling.com and on Facebook,
Twitter, Pinterest, YouTube, Google+, and Instagram.

